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OVERVIEW
Multiple vulnerabilities were found in MOXA E1242 Ethernet remote I/O series used in factory automation.
These findings range from code injection in the web application to weak password policies and
implementation. There are no known public exploits that target these vulnerabilities.

AFFECTED PRODUCTS
The following products and firmware versions are affected:

♦

ioLogik E1210

♦

ioLogik E1211

♦

ioLogik E1212

♦

ioLogik E1213

♦

ioLogik E1214

♦

ioLogik E1240

♦

ioLogik E1241

♦

ioLogik E1242

♦

ioLogik E1260

♦

ioLogik E1262

The vulnerabilities have been discovered and validated on MOXA E1242 with firmware version V2.3 Build
15031013.

IMPACT
An authenticated user can inject Javascript in the web pages, thus being able to modify the settings and
send bad instrumentation commands to the device. The authentication can be easily bypass because of
the weak password policies and their implementation.

BACKGROUND
MOXA is a company specialized in full spectrum products for industrial networking, computing and
automation with customers in more than 70 countries. More than 30 million MOXA devices are deployed
over the world.

VULNERABILITY DETAILS
Multiple Stored Cross Site Scripting - XSS
It was found that MOXA E1242 web application fails to sanitize user input, resulting in Javascript injection
in the webpage. An exploit could allow an attacker to execute arbitrary code in the context of the browser
of the users visiting the affected web pages.
An attacker can exploit this by visiting the affected web pages and modifying the parameters that were
found to be vulnerable to this attack. The changes to this parameter are permanent, thus any user visiting
the infected web page after the attacker will be at risk.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv2 base score of 6.5 for this vulnerability; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C).
Password sent via HTTP GET method
The md5 hash of the password that is used for authentication on the device is sent as a parameter in
each GET request to the server. This is considered to be bad practice, as an attacker with a MITM
position can easily circumvent this implementation and bypass the authentication mechanism.
Also, passwords sent via GET are not protected by HTTPS in case that is available, as the password will
be found in the GET request which is not encrypted.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv2 base score of 9.0 for this vulnerability; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:A/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C).
Password truncation
The password that is used to authenticate users to the system is truncated to 8 characters. An user trying
to use a longer password will have its password cut down to the first 8 characters. Also, the MD5 hash
challenge that is created for authentication and is later used in all GET requests will be created using
these first 8 characters.
This behavior is considered to be insecure, as it does not provide sufficient protection to the passwords
used by the user and also forces the user to use simple passwords that can be easily bypassed.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv2 base score of 9.0 for this vulnerability; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:A/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C)
Missing CSRF Protection
It was discovered during testing that the application lacks CSRF protection mechanisms. An attacker can
use this vulnerability to modify the device parameters, settings, restart the device or restore the device to
factory settings.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSS2 base score of 7.5 for this vulnerability; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P)

MITIGATION
MOXA addressed the reported vulnerabilities by releasing a firmware update for the affected devices. The
firmware updates are available at the following link:
http://www.moxa.com/support/sarch_result.aspx?type=soft&prod_id=579&type_id=4

REFERENCES
Vendor website
http://www.moxa.com
Product page
http://www.moxa.com/product/ioLogik_E1242.htm
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